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I. h~troductioll 

The "Five Y~ear Economic Plan" (1956-1960) was drawn up by the 
Japanese Government at the end of 1955 and approved by the Diet a little 
afterward.1 It is the frst plan formally recognized as the national policy 

of the Government after the War. Although the idea of economic plan-
ning was growing in popular favour in these ten years, we can not deny 
the fact that a strong hatred against the war-time controls was still pre-

vailing among some of us. Under the government of Jiyuto (one of the 
conservative parties) which remained in power for about seven years since 
1948, the economic planning was not given a warm reception and several 
plan-formulations were attemp~ed merely in semi~)flicial form.2 At the 

end of 1954, when the Hatoyama Cabinet was formed as a result of merg-
er of two conservative parties (Jiyuto and Minsh,uto), the preparation for a 

new plan-making was ' set to work and the amendment of its draft origi-
nally called "Six Year Economic Plan" was published after a year as 
"Five Year Economic Plan ", which constitutes the subject of this paper. 

We shall be concerned in this paper ¥vith some methodological con-
siderations as to techniques of the Japanese Plan. The techniques of plan-

ning may widely differ from country to country. Moreover, within any 
one country, they may undergo some changes through various circum-
stances. In the present situation of Japan, something more powerful than 
the fscal-policy planning, but not so radical as the mobilization-planning, 

seems to be looked for, although this midway is not always clearly grasp-
ed. It is also the point at issue in the Five Year Economic Plan. We 
can discuss the matter from the political point of view or from that of 
practicians. But, subsequent considerations, which may be called scienti-
fic, shall be confined to narrow limits. In fact, the ~urpose of this paper 

* The Plan is formally called "l~ve Year ~c0140mic Self-Support Pla't " and was published 
on December 23rd, 1955. 

' The plans which ¥vas hitherto made by the Government are as follo~"s : (1) the Econom-
ic Recovery Plan (1948-1952), 1948. (2) the Secondary Recovery Plan (1949-1953), 1949. 
(3) the Economic Self-Support Plan (1951-1953), 1951. (4) the Economic Development Plao 
of 1965, 1954. Of these plans, the second one is the most detailed containing numerical data 
In a large scale. The last one is noteworthy as the dlrect antecedent of the new Plan. 
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is only to make explicit the assumptions underlying the Plan and to clari-
fy the fundamental problems involved in it, so far as the techniques of 
planning are concerned. 

II. The Gelaeral Foreltula and th,e Basic Nu;nerical Tables 

At the outset, the general formula of the Plan should be investigated. 

The Plan, as we are told, has been made on the basis of the formula 
given in Gerhard Colm's "the Arnerican I~;conomy in 1960".3 It is, how-
ever, not exactly the same as that of Colm, as will be pointed out in the 

sequel. So far as the main idea is concerned, the Plan seems to follow 
Colm's formula and along the procedure as sllown schematicly in the fol-
10wing lists : 

(1) Increase of workers Increase of (2) Increase of productivity per capita ~(3) national product 

(5) Increase of personal consumption l Increase of 
(6) Increase of private capital formatron -(4) 

national expendit]ure 

(7) Increase of government expenditure 

In other words, by estimating (1) the increase of workers and (2) the 
increase of productivity per capita, (3) the ' increase of national product is 

conjectured. Then, corresponding to (3), (4) the increase of national ex-
penditure is estimated, which are divided into three items, namely (5) the 
increase of' personal consumption, (6) the increase of private capital for-

mation and (7) the increase of government expenditure. So much for the 
formula adopted by the Japanese Plan and the same given in Colm's 

writlng above mentioned. . 
There are, however, some divergencies of the Japanese Plan from 

Colm's formula. The most important point lies in the fact that the form-
er takes account of the structural change of industries somewhat in detail, 

while Colm scarecely takes it into consideration by assuming that the fu-
ture progress of productivity as a whole may be stable and steady. This 
divergency may be perhaps due to the difference of economic patterns bet-

ween two countries. In a highly advanced economy, such as in the 
United States, a fairly steady secular trend in technical productivity 
seems to be recognizable.4 But in such a country as Japan, which is not 

' Gerhard Colm : The A;'terica't ~:col'0'I~y i,~ J96a. Econornic Progress in a World Tension, 
A National Planning Assocratlon Staff Report, December 195-'. 

' See John W. Kendrik's article, "Natlonal Productivitv and the Long-Term Proiection " 
in Long-Ra'zge ~conomic Projectio'e. Studies i,e hrc0'Ite a'rd Wealth, Vol. XVI. (I~Tational 
Bureau Committee for Economic Research) 1954. It should be noted that the subject of this 
article is to treat productivity trends in sectors of industry, and that the author emphasizes in 
conclusion : "A fairly steady secular rate of gro¥vth in technical productivity seems to be a-
mong the more persistent features of a hlghly industrial economy." 
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so　highly　industrialized　＆nd　moreover　confronted　with　extemal　severe
competition　in　the　world　market，the　growth　of　productivity　is　largely

dependent　upon　the　structural　change　of　industries，which　may　be　under

the　influence　of　national　policy。This　is　the　reason　why　the　Japanese　Plan

tries　to　take　account　of　the　structural　change　of　industries　somewhat　in

detaiL

　　　Bofore　we　proceed　with　further　investigation，some　basic　llumerical

tables　in　the　Plan　will　be　shown．　In　the丘rst　place，the　framework　of

the　Plan　can　be　expressed　in　the　following　two　tables　conceming　gross

national　product　and　gross　national　expenditure，which　respond　to　the

above　mentioned　lists．

Table　I．　Gross　National　Product

1954 1960
rates　of

ncrease

Number　of　workers（1，000）

er　capita　annual
　production（1，000蝉）

ross　national　product
　（100miL　J，θ伊乞）

39，820

81．8

2，410

44，860

15．6

63730

112．7

18．6

33．6

、

　　　In　this　table，the　gross　national　product　is　computed　from　the　estim＆一

tions　of　two　items，namely，the　number　of　workers　on　the　one　hand，
which　is　in　tum　based　on　the　estimates　of　population　and　labour　force，

and　the　productivity　per　capita　on　the　othe1、　Here　the　number　of　workers

is　estimated　on　the　assumption　that　the　employment　situation　might　be
improved　as　high　as　possible・It　does　not　mean　the　achievement’of　full

employment　in　a　strict　sense．In　view　of　the　fact　that　there　is　now　a

considerable　number　of　latent　unemployment（disguised－employment　su仔er－

ing　from　low　income　and　short　work　hours），a　special　consi（ieration　must

be　paid　to　the　employment　problem。According　to　the　Plan，the　policy
should　be　fundamentally　such　that　the　economic　activity　will　be　enlarged

as　far　as　possible　to　provi（ie　many　opportunities　for　employment　and　that

the　latent　unemployment　will　be　taken　care　of　by　increasing　their　income。

But，in　regard　to　the　latent　unemployment，no　information　is　available　of

the　numerical　data．In　the　last　column　of　the　above　table　are　show・n　the

rates　of　increase　on　the　base　of1954，which　can　be　converted　into　the　an－

nual　rates，namely2％for　workers，3％for　productivity　and　consequently
5％　for　gross　national　product．

　　　Table　II　is　collceming　the　national　expenditure．The　total　amount　is

the　same　as　that　of　gross　national　product　in　the　Table　I，both　being　cor－

respondent　to　each　other．　But　here　the　expenditure　is　classified　into　four
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items ¥vith different rates of increase respectively. Judging from the rate 

of total expenditure, 133.6%, the private capital formation is very high, 
~vhile the personal consumption is somewhat lo¥v, and the government pur-
chase is a little high. 

Now, we must add some more numerical data. As above mentioned, 
the Plan is somewhat divergent from Colm's formula, in particular with 

Table 111. Production Index 

Note :JWe can calculate the weights of each industry from other statistical 
sources. The proportlon of the national ineQme attnbutcd to each 
indu5try is computed at 21.5 In the primary, 30.8 in the secondary 
and 4&2 in the tertiary in 1954. We obtain 2.3 for mining by a 
similar computation. As regards each manufactural industory, its 
relative proportion of " added value " Is available and the proportion 
based on the whole national income is computed as follow : 2.69 in 
food processing, 3.09 in textiles, 1.33 In printing, 3.39 in chemical, 0.53 
~n rubber & Ieather, O.88 in lumber. 1.34 in ceralnics, 3.38 in metals 
and 4.91 in machinery. 
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respect to the structural change of industries which it takes into conside-

ration. The above Table 111 as to production indices will show how the 
expansion of each industry is to be expected in the Plan. 

rrom these figures, we know that the rate of increase of secondary 
industry is rather high and that in it the heavy and chemical industries 
(such as chemical, ceramics, metals and machinery) are expected to ex-
pand to more marked degree in this Plan. Along with this table, some 
important commodities in each industry are examined and their production 
targets are computed in the Plan, but they are not indicated here. 

Table IV. Foreign Trade 

With regards foreign trade, the projection is shown in Table IV. It 
is required for the Japanese economy to maintain the balance of payments 
by the normal foreign trade. The requirement is therefore that of "self-
support" as is explicit in the title of this Plan. The import expansion 
should be controlled to the extent, in which we can keep a reasonable 
balance of payments by means of the most eflicient operation of foreign 
currency at our disposal as well as of the development of industries, which 

can contribute to the improvement of self-sufficiency. On the other hand, 
the rapid expansion of export trade is necessary and the competitive pow-
er of our export goods must be strengthened by means of industrial ration-
alization, improved productivity, acquisition of new overseas market, etc. 

Table V. Private and riscal Investment 

Note:-$The fgures of these three items are not correct, bccause the total of them does not 
amount to ll,lCO. 
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Some　important　goods　of　export　and　lmport　are　treated　in　the　Plan，but

the　related£gures　are　omitted　here．

　　　The　itemization　oHnvestment　is　showll　in　the　last　table．　The　total

of　private　capital　formation，which　has　already　been　mentioned　in　the

Table　II，is　divided　here　iロto　three　items　l　namely　equipment，inventory

an（i　personal　dwelling，of　which　the　equipment　investment　is　expecte（1to

increase　in　a　very　great　degree　except　the　personal　dwelling，which　is　of

relatively　little　significance　in　the　absolute　amount．The　increase　rate　of

行scal　investment　is　a　little　higher　than　that　of　total　expenditure．So　much

for　the　investment，but　there　is　no　data　of　more　detailed　nature　about

government　accounts　and　credit　policy　in　the　Plan。

III．　Tho八石α拓o陽α」17κo柵θル徊hod！o加Rθz腐θ4

　　　The　formula　of　the　Japanese

the　national　income　method，i．e．

ween　the　national　product　on　the

the　other．　The　method，it　may
porary　theory　of　national　income．

at　the　start，　but

latter　part，

an（i　foreign　trade．　1【1　this

Plan，as　above　mentioned，is　based　on
the　method　to　maintain　a　balance　bet－

one　hand　an（i　national　expenditure　on

be　said，is　widely　in　use　in　the　contem－

The　Japanese　Plan　adopts　this　method
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　it　takes　care　of　the　indtlstrial　structure　of　production　in

　　　　　　　　　　as　we　have　shown　in　the　numerical　tables　of　production－indices

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　comection，it　may　be　argued　that　the　estima－

tion　of　national　product　or　productivity　on　a　global　basis　would　be　check－

ed　with　“pile－up”　data　as　to　sectors　of　industry．　　Needless　to　say，　the

estimate　for　total　and　estimate　for　parts　are　both　required　and　are　to　be

checke〔i　with　each　other．　But　it　is　not　correct　to　argue　further　that　the

one　is　more　reliable　than　the　other，or　that　the　more　detailed　the　better

for　economic　planning．Such　a　misunderstanding　seems　to　beぬeld　by　the

Plan．All　this，however，is　beside　the　main　point。What　we　want　to　ask

here　is　not　the　reliability　of　statistica1（1ata，but　the　way　to　modify　the

national　income　method　by　taking　care　of　the　industrial　structure　of　pro－

duction．　For，if　we　assume　th＆t　the　future　progress　of　pro（iuctivity　as　a

whole　may　be　stable　and　steady，Colm’s　formula　will　do．But，壷f　we　have

to　establish　the　appropriate　composition　of　sectoral　productivities　for　the

future　progress，it　will　be　require（i　not　only　to　divi（1e　national　product　into

several　sectors，but　also　to　revise　the　notion　of　national　product　in　connec－

tion　with　production　in　the　proper　sense．　The　Japanese　Plan　does　not

clearly　recognize　this。matter。

　　　　We　must　distinguish　each　of　these　three　terms　from　o！le　other，namely

net　national　product，gross　national　product　and　the　amourlt　of　production，

Let　Y　stand　for　net　national　product　and　D　for　depreciation　of　capital

goods．ThenY十Disgrossnationalproduct（G）．　Again，1ettingU
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stand　for　producer’s　goods　used　inclusive　of　depreciation，Y十U　is　the　a－

mount　of　production（X），For　example，the　net　national　product　in1954
amomts　to6，132billion　yen，while　the　gross　national　product　amounts　to

7，359billion　yen，Further，according　to　the　statistics　of　the　manufactura1，

the　amount　of　production　or

yen，while　the　adde（i　value

used　up　is　l，900billion　yen．

besides　net　national　product

changeofXcan

the　total　value　of　shipment　is6，057billion

or　the　amount　exclusive　of　producer，s　goods

Thus　we　have　the　notion　of　production（X），

（Y）and　gross　national　product（G）．　The
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　be　indicated　in　the　production－index　and　the　connection

between　production　and　national　product　can　be　expressed　in　the　formula

X－U＝Y．
　　　　Nevertheless，it　might　not　be　said　that　the　notion　of　production，which

isdenotedbyXinoursymbol，wasnevertreatedpreviouslyinthelitera－
ture　on　income　theory，1ロfact，the“gross　produce”in　Marsha11’s　Pγ伽一

吻」θεis　nothing　but　Y十U，while　his“net　national　income”is　deHned　as

X－U．Such　a　de五nition　is　however　not　widely　in　use　in　recent　times　and

the　notion　of　national　product　denoted　by　Y　has　been　introduced　with　a

somewhat　ambiguous　sense，Thus，when　the　formu1＆
　　　　　　　　　　　　　Y＝C十S　（Cニconsumption　and　Sニsaving）

is　adopted，Y　is　usually　define（i　as　the　income－getting　againsHncome－spend

ing，and　the　income－getting　Y　is　supposed　to　be　a　blend　of　income　produce（1

and　income　distributed。　Therefore，the　notion　Y　can　be，if　necessary，

divided　into　two　dif壬erent　aspects，one　of　which　takes　care　of　the　produc－

tion　aspect　to　be　represented　by　X－U，while　the　other　is　concemed　with

thedistributionaspecttoberepresentedbyA十B，whereAan（1Brespec－
tively　stand　for　the　labour　income　and　property　income．Taking　into

consideration　all　these　aspects－production，　distribution　and　expenditure－

we　obtain　another　formula　of　the　following　form：

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　X－U＝A十B＝C十S．

This　formula　may　be　contrasted　with　the　above　mentioned　formula　Y＝C

十S。If　a　steady　secular　of　Y　is　assumed，the　strategic　factors　may　be

found　in　the　expenditure　or　C十S．This　means　the　ordinary　formula．　In

our　formula，three　aspects　being　related　with　each　other，the　structure　of

production　is　to　be　treated　positively．

　　　As　is　well－known，the　inter－industry　economics　issom　etimes　better

taken　care　of　by　the　so－called　input－outpt　tables，　which　arrange　the　sales

and　purchases　of　industries　with　a　view　to　showing　the　interconnectedness

of　the　entire　economy。But　no　use　is　made　of　such　tables　by　the　Japanese

Plan　and　it　is　not　without　reason．5　1n　author’s　opinion，the　input－output

technique　requires　too　much　refineness　in　statistitical　materials　and　too

much　rigidity　in　theoretical　formulation．It　is　rather　hazardous　to　employ

　5The　computatlou　of　the　input－output　tables　have　been　attempted　in　Japan　conceming　her
economic　situation　of1951．
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it，when　the　accuracy　of（luantitative　economic（1ata　is　not　much　expected。

Although　the　input－output　technique　would　be　of　service　within　some　re－

strictions，the　more　genera1，though　somewhat　rough，framework　of　in－
dustrial　structure　can　be　expressed　by　the　national　income　accounting，if

its　aspect　of　production　X－U　is　represented　as　the　sum　of　its　sectors　such

as（X1－U1）十（X2－U2）十（X3－U3）＿．．．，and　within　this　framework　the　rele－

vant　factors　of　determinancy　are　to　be　looke（1for　by　all　means．

　　　Although　our　revise（1formula　of　national　income　is　very　simple，the

numerial　data　given　in　the　Japanese　Plan　are　still　too　defective　to　be　ap－

plied　to　the　formula　as　it　is．In　fact，we　can　not　get　any　information　on

the　distribution　aspect　of　national　income，Especially，the　sectoral　classi一

五cation　of　nation31product　can　only　be　approximately　calculated，for　there

is　no　information　about　the　relation　between　production－index　and　nat三〇nal

product。We　shall　tum　now　to　the　more　substantial　problems。

IV．　Thθ06フ○θ‘励230∫’ho月αn　　“Z）eεδ7α房」め”

　　　　The　Japanese　Plan　declares　that　the　economic　self－supPort　and　the　im－

provement　of　employment　situation　are　to　be　attaine（i　maintaining　the

key－note　of　stabilized　economy・　Thus　the　economic　self－support　in　the

sense　of　equilibrating　the　balance　of　payments　is　assumed　in　the　projection

of　foreign　trade　in　the　above　mentioned　Table　IV，The　improvement　of

employment　situation　in　the　sense　of　providing　abundant　employment　op－

portunities　is　also　assumed　in　the　estimation　of　the　number　of　workers　in

the　above　mentioned　Table　I・Wlth　respect　to　the　stabilization　of　econo－

my，the　Plan　indicates　that　the　economic　growth　rate　must　be　set　at　such

a　level　that　the　intended　economic　expansion　be　attained　without　causing

inflation．

　　　These　assumptions　of　the　Plan　may　be　called　the　objecti、・es　or　targets

in　their　political　meaning．Their　ade（1uacy　should　be　for　the　most　part

discussed　politically・From　the　economic　standpoint，the　oblectives　are　to

be　the　economic　position　or　the　economic　pattem　in　future，expressed　by

the　national　income　formula．We　must　now　examine　the　objectives　in
this　sense．　The　following　table　will　show　the　compositions　of　the　national

income　in　the　planning　year　and　compare　them　with　the丘gures　irl　the

selected　past　years，calculated　from　the　data　at　our　disposa1。

　　　H：owever，the　economic　pattems　as　the　objectives　of　the　Plan　are　not

clearly　seen　from　these　Hgures．　For　instance，the　percentage　of　the　sec－

ondary　industry，i．e．35．4％，may　be　too　high　and　that　of　investment　in－

clusive　of　both　private　and　fisca1，i．e．25・6％，also　somewhat　too　high・

But，if　we　wish　to　derive　any　definite　conclusion，we　have　to　inquire　into

the　historical　data　in　the　longer　period．　　Of　course　the　extrapolations　of
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Table 
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¥rl. The Compositions of National Product 
and National Expenditure 

I~!Tational product 

Primary industory 

Secondary industry 

Tertiary industry 

Others 

Ratio of export to 
national product 

National Expenditure 

Personal consumption 

Government consumption 

Private capitalformation 

Government investment 

Others 

Note : The fig***es f'* 1954 a*d 
by th. F~co*o~ie Plan~i*g 
i= "g'oss ". Th* 'omposition of 
t*ble ot the F*~' Y"* 
'~~p"ted br 

the past tendencies is not the 

ing. In fact, ¥ve must 
tion. But whatever kind of 
based on the historical 

we must at the same time 
interests in the present 

in this connection. 

Firstly there is the 

dustry. The development of 
highly progressive. 

of its income to the whole 
stages, (1) Iess than 25~~ up 

to 1932 and (3) 30~-35~: 

1954 

100.0 

21.5 

30.8 

48.2 

AO.5 

9*9 

100.0 

63 . 8 

11.5 

15.3 

7.6 

1 .8 

years are based upon 
lvhere the national 
the natlonal 
plan, Ivhile the 

diff er-

ence 

-2.1 

+4*6 

-3.4 

+0.9 

+2.4 

-1.6 

+0.5 

+2.7 

~0.0 

-1.6 

)~Tational 

is "net " 
for 1960 iS 

of the 

1 950-4 

lOO.O 

23.5 

31 .8 

45 . O 

A0.3 

9.7 

100.0 

60.8 

10.8 

19.8 

7,2 

l .4 

of 
national 
f rom 

diff er-

ence 

-4.1 

+3.6 

-0.2 

+0.7 

+2.6 

+1.4 

+1.2 

- 
+0.4 

-1.2 

preparcd 
expendlture 
numerlcal 
for 196O is 

41 

p'ec*di~g yea*= a*e b*sed ~po* " The )~'*tio*al I*co~"f 1954" 
B*'*d, *~he*e th. *atio**1 p'od~*t is "net " **d " 

e*pcnd*t~** to* 1960 iS t'kc* f*o* the 
Eco*omi' Pla~, *~hue the "~p0=it*o~ 'f th' *atto~*1 p*'d***t 

th* *utho* fro* th* p,od*'tion-i~dices gi*e* i* the Pl**. 

only method we can depend upon in plann-
assume something more than a mere extrapola-

assumption we may set, it should in turn be 
interpretation of the economic patterns, although 

take care of the inner conflict of antagonistic 

economy. Now ¥ve will point out some problems 

problem of the proportion of the secondary in-

the secondary industry in Japan has been 
According to other statistical sources, the proportion 

national income has successively past three 
to 1912, (2) from 25% to 30% during 1913 

from 1934 till now with the exception of sev-
eral years. It may therefore be concluded that the overcoming of the last 
stage is one of the purposes of the Plan. But, at the same time we mLISC 
pay due consideration to the effects of this industrialization on other in-
dustries. The relative distribution of workers in three sectors is respective-

ly computed at 44,23 and 33 in 1954 and 40,24 and 36 in 1960. The ra-
tios of relative income (the distribution of income divided by the distribu-

tion of workers) has changed from 0.489 to 0.485 in the primary industry, 
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from 1.33 to 1.47 in the secondary industry and from 1.46 to 1.2_4 in the 
tertiary industry. The pressure .upon the tertiary industry may be pro-

blematical from the standpoint of employment policy. 
Secondly, there is the problem of the proportion of export. The 

change of this proportion in Japan is characterized by a clear-cut contrast 
between the pre-¥Var average of more than 15~ (or 18% inclusive of ex-
port to the forfeited territory) and that of less than 10~ in the post-War 

period. The level aimed at by the Plan is 12.3%. Here comes the pro-
blem of foods import, which the Plan intends to restrict not to exceed the 
absolute amount of import in 1954. ¥Vhether the import of foods will be 
advantageous or not is a difflcult question, which is connected with not 

only economic but also political disputes. 
Thirdly, the problem of the investment will be considered. The pri-

vate investment seems to be so strongly affected by business-fluctuations, 

that no typical tendency can be found out, even in the data obtained in 
the pre-War period of con~iderable length. If more detailed data would 
be available of price index number for investment goods, the proportion 

might be shown more stable. Anyhow 18.0% seems to be somewhat too 

high as compared with growth-rate, which is 5%･ In the post-War period, 
i.e. from 1950 to 1954, the proportion of investment was 19.8~, but the 
growth-rate was also as high as 10.4~. As regards the fiscal investment, 
the increasing tendency is recognized after the War as compared with that 
for the pre-War period (about 3~ or more). A question is then raised as 
to the proportion of private investment, which is as high as 18~ in the 
above table. The supply and demand of such a high investment should be 
dependent on the relation to investment policy adopted. 

To sum up, in the figures of the Plan there are involved many ques-
tions. There are several alternative ways of putting stress, international 
trade or domestic self-sufficiency, rationalization or social security, and 

further private investment or flscal investment. The answer should be a 
mixture of these alternatives and reflect the inner conflict of antagonistic 

interests in the entire economy. It should be noted that there is going on 
an inner conflict corresponding to a very rapid transition to democratic or 
rationalistic attitudes of social life, with which Japan is confronted. So 
what is needed for the planning is to develop each alternative to the very 
extreme for comparison with the other, before the definite answer is obr 

tained.6 

e Colm is right in taking care of several alternatives in them odel-building of income expen-

diture in his "American Economy in 1960". 
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V. The hcstrawt,eeets of th,e Plone " Attainability " 

To fill the gap between the aimed at situation and the present one, 
some kinds, of instruments are required, without which the Plan would 
not be successful. Along the line of national income method, we must 
here inquire into the rates of change of each item in the national income. 

The increase or the decrease of change may be again dependent on the 
past tendencies, but the stress should be put on the political manipulations. 

In the following table is shown the annual rates of change intended in 
the Plan together with the tendencies in the past years, which are cited 
for comparison. 

Table VII. The Annual Rates of Change in the Items 
of National Product and National Expenditure 

T"ote= The figu*e5 to* 1954 *~d pre'edrng ye**s **e de*i~*d f*om I~;*ono~i' Pl*~*i~g Boa*d'~ mati'~*1 *~-
come statistics, whe*e natio**1 p'odu't i~ " *et " **d ~ation*1 e*penditu*e *s " g*oss", so th*t both 
*at* of *~'re*se i* th' t't*1= '*e diffe*e*t. 

The rates of change during the planning years are higher on the base 
of 1954 and lower on the base of 1950-4. In other words, the rate of in-

crease were very high after the War, but it has recently been rather 
damped down, and consequently the Plan intends to raise the rates of in-
crease somewhat higher than that for 1953-4, although not so high as in 
the precedin~)cr periods. The rate of increase of national income as a whole 

is assumed to be 5%, the rate of each item being more or less than 5%, 
as to alter the composition of national income. Of course the complete an-
swer can not be derived only from the past tendencies. Moreover in the 
case of Japan the growth rates and the derived relations (such as propensi-

ty to consume, capital coefficient, etc.) undergo such a severe change that 
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it　is　not　easy　to　find　out　stable　tendencies．7　After　a11，the　question　is

raised　as　to　what　kin（1s　of　instruments　employed　in　the　Plan　to　alter　the

past　tendencies　to　some　extent．

　　　According　to　the　remarks　to　the　Plan，the　economic　system　is　assum－

ed　to　be　working　by　the　individual　initiatives　with　some　sort　of　regulations

within　a　limit．　This　means　the　economic　planning　under　the　capitalist

system．In　genera1，there　are　diHlerent　degrees　in　govemmental　planning
according　to　its　area　of　contro1．　If　the　area　is　large　a　comprephensive

plan　may　be　made　w1th　the　expectation　of　success．　This　is　the“mobili－

zation”　plalming．　But　if　the　area　subject　to　control　is　small，the　plan－

ning　will　be　quite　limited　provided　with　more　Hexlble　nature　in　order　to

meet　various　uncontrollable　alterations　in　the　economic　activities．Such　a

planning　may　be　called“inducement，”for　the　alterations　in　the　economic

activities　are　ln（iuced　through　some　instruments　of五nance　and　credit。The

question　as　to　which　planning　is　more　apPropriate　to　the　Japanese　econo－

my　may　be　open　to　theoretical　discussion，but　it　is　justi飴ble　from　the

practical　point　of　view　to　adopt　inducement－planning　in　the　present　situa－

tion　of　J包pan．However，this　does　not　mean　that　in　the　Japanese　Plan

there　is　no　ambiguity　in　this　respect．

　　　First　of　all，it　seems　strange　that　no（ietailed　numerical　data　is　given

in　the　Plan　indicating　these　instruments．　The　Plan　only　gives　the　data

about　the　ge旦eral　account　of　the　central　govemment　and　the　monetary
fund　of　equipment　investment．There　is　no　information　about　tax－burden，

social　securities，credit　policy，price　policy，etc．　Thus　we　can　not　correct－

1y　judge　whether　in　the　whole　Plan　the　oblectives　and　the　instruments　are

in　consistency　or　not．　In　order　to　grasp　the　whole　Plan　systematically，

fuller　explanation　is　required　of　several　supplementary　accounts，such　as

government　a／c，capital　formation　a／c，balance　of　payment　a／c，each　being

related　with　the　basic　formula　of　national　product　and　national　expendi－

ture．　Such　an　arrangement　can　not　found　in　the　Japanese　P1εm．

　　　Without　the　detailed　explauation　of　instruments，the　Plan　seems　to　be

nothiロg　butαd　ho‘policy　or　a　mere“guide－post”as　the　Plan　itself　de－

c1＆res．　But，judging　from　the　objectives　of　the　Plan，it　seems　to　us，

somewhat　more　powerful　planning　shou1（i　be　required。As　above　said，the

alteration　of　the　industrial　structure　is　intended　by　the　Plan　by　some　mea－

sures，such　as　industrial　rationalization，productivity　improvement，streng－

thening　of　enterprise　structure，ef［ective　allocation　of　monetary　fund，etc。

For　the　purpose，the　invetment　should　be　planned　through　organizing　both

丘nance　and　credit，if　not　through　mobilization．　But　the　Plan，be三ng　satis－

fied　with　the　presentation　of　a　mere“guide－post”，does　not　seem　so　deeply

　7The　Plan　sets　the　annual　rate　of　growth　at5％，while　the　actual　r＆te　in1955is　reportcd
at80r9％．　The　prosperity　is　due　to　the　full　harvest　and　the　increasing　export。　　This　re－
Hects　the　dif五culty　of　projection．
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interested　in　such　an　organization　of　investmellt．　This　characteristic　of　the

Japanese　Plan　may　be　due　to　the　political　situation　of　the　present　go－

vemment。Anyhow，there　is　no　attempt　in　the　Plan　to　form　any　fresh
idea　or　new　technique　correspondent　to　what　Japan　requires　at　present，so

far　as　investmellt　planning　is　concerned．

，




